New from Sven

HiTable and LoTable

Lofti Urban styled upholstered high stool with a slim and graceful
polished chrome frame, suitable for use at HiTable and other poseur
height surfaces.

LoTable Desk height variants of HiTable, available in the same wide
choice of finishes, with matching bench seats and optional bench
cushions. Ideally suited to canteen and breakout areas.

Stand, perch or sit at contemporary collaborative working tables perfect for touchdown work
and informal meetings.

HiTable Poseur height tables in a range of widths and depths, for
both single and double‑sided use. HiTable suites perfectly with new
Ligni and Lofti stools.

Ligni Stools High stools, on ply legs faced in veneer or Black
or White laminate.
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Ligni
Bring the essence of home styling into the workplace with our new Ligni collection.
The common feature of the Ligni collection is the creative use of distinctive and immensely strong
laminated ply legs, faced in a wide choice of veneers and laminates.

PAD Screens Fully upholstered screens that provide privacy and
division while maintaining collaborative openness.

Ligni encompasses meeting and coffee tables, bench desks, storage units, meeting chairs and stools,
all combining the contemporary domesticity of timber legs with the design flexibility provided by the
choice of facings.

Ligni Bench Desks Tops available in both MFC and veneer, with
an elegant thin profile and edges either to match, or contrasting in
Black, White or ply. Comprehensive cable management options.

Pedestal Cushions Add touchdown seating with optional cushions
to fit selected pedestals. Velcro attachment allows retro-fitting and
simplifies re-upholstery or replacement.
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Ligni and ScreenD

Ligni Tables Tops available in both MFC and veneer, with an
elegant thin profile and edges either to match, or contrasting in
Black, White or ply. Comprehensive cable management options.

ScreenD

Creating spaces to think and for informal meetings.

Ligni Chairs Elegant and comfortable chairs with veneer or
laminate faced legs, to match Ligni tables.

ScreenD Sofa and Booth Elegant, slimline high-back sofas that may be used stand-alone or linked into meeting pods, with or without
a central table. ScreenD is supported on ply feet, with veneer or laminate facings. The flat planes and clean lines ideally suit two and threetone fabric combinations
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HiRise Table
Sit-stand meeting tables: a very practical addition to our height adjustable HiRise range.

HiStore Lite
Maximise the full height of walls for storage without the complexity or installation costs of built-in furniture.

Smooth running electrically height adjustable conference tables in sizes up to 2.8 x 1.2m, with convenient
height setting memory pre-sets, bringing sit-stand flexibility to meetings. Available in both MFC and
veneer finishes.

HiStore Lite Supplied flat pack for convenient delivery and easily
installed without any need for specialist carpentry skills.
Available in 25mm height increments to match most ceiling heights,
with a wide choice of internal fittings. Offered in MFC or veneer.
Drawers Slimline metal tray drawers and pen trays, fitting neatly and unobtrusively under HiRise desk tops and providing storage for pens,
post-it notes, calculators, notepads and other small items – keeping them conveniently to hand whatever the desk height.
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Pear-shape Tables
Designed with today’s technology in mind.
Introducing pear-shape tables ideally suited to videoconferencing applications. Distinctive tapered
table tops in either veneer or MFC, available on all Ambus bases.

Plan view
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Available from:

sven.co.uk
Sven Christiansen furniture and seating
is manufactured in the United Kingdom.
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